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Abstract:  Diesel engine is becoming increasing popular due to its high efficiency and durability. Considering

the most important greenhouse gas, carbondioxide (CO2), the diesel engine is superior to gasoline engine.

Unfortunately, the diesel engine emits high level of oxides of nitrogen (NOx). Close control of combustion in

the engine will be essential to achieve ever-increasing efficiency improvements while meeting increasingly

stringent emissions standards.  As new degrees of freedom are created, due to advances in technology, the

complicated processes of emission formation are difficulty to assess. Artificial neural network (ANN)-based

engine modelling offers the potential for a multidimensional, adaptive, learning control system which does not

require knowledge of the governing equations for engine performance or the combustion kinetics of emissions

formation that a conventional map-based engine model require. This paper evaluates the capabilities of ANN

as a predictive tool for multi-cylinder diesel engine NOx emissions. The experiments were carried out with a

stationary light-duty Nissan diesel engine test-rig designed and assembled to allow testing of the engine in a

laboratory environment. Standard laboratory procedures were used to measure the engine operating parameters

and its tailpipe emissions. ANNs were trained on experimental data and used to predict the oxides of nitrogen

(NOx) emissions under various operating variables. Fraction of variance (R 2) and mean absolute percentage

error (x) were used for comparison in the sensitivity analysis. The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm with

11 neurons produced the best results. Among the examined combinations of learning criteria in different

architectures of backpropagation (BP) designs, a set of 0.05, 0.05 and 0.3 for learning rate, momentum and

weight respectively, gave the best-averaged accuracy. For pre-specified engine speeds and loads with LM

algorithm, x were found to be between 0.68 and 3.34%. 
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INTRODUCTION

In the foreseeable future, diesel engines will continue

to be used in fuel cost-sensitive applications such as

heavy-duty (HD) buses and trucks, power generation,

locomotives and off-road applications (Tatur et al., 2007).

Close control of combustion in these engines will be

necessary to achieve efficiency improvements while

meeting increasingly stringent emissions standards

(Rakopoulos et al., 2005). Future diesel engines will

utilize increasingly higher combustion and injection

pressures with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) (to offset

the higher NOx levels produced by the elevated

combustion pressures), variable geometry turbocharging

and possibly infinitely variable valve timing and

aftertreatment devices such as catalytic traps, while being

truly low emissions and fuel-flexible (Kalogirou, 2003;

Rice et al., 2008; Sekemen et al., 2004).  

These engines of the future will require  significantly

more complex control than existing map-based control

strategies, having more degrees of freedom than those of

today. Standard classical “one-dimensional” or map-based

diesel engine control will prove woefully inadequate in

dealing with the multiple independent degrees of freedom

presented by fuel injection rate shaping, EGR, boost and

valve control in future diesel engines. Moreover, the

costs, time required, and complexity associated with

engine development, performance mapping, and control

system development and calibration are increasing

significantly. What is required is a  multidimensional,

adaptive, learning control system that does not require the

laborious development of an engine model while having

excellent performance and emissions prediction

capabilities across the fuel life of the engine, for all

engine-operating conditions. Artificial neural network

(ANN) – based virtual sensing offers all of these

capabilities (Howlett et al., 2005; He and Rutland, 2004).

ANN models may be used as alternative way in

engineering analysis and predictions. They are recently

used also in engine optimization regarding engine

operating parameters and emissions (Alonso et al., 2007;

Wu et al., 2006; Hafner et al., 2002; Desantes et al.,

2005; Kesgin, 2004; Delagrammatikas and Assanis,

2004). ANN models mimic somewhat the learning

process of a human brain. They operate like a “black box”

model, requiring no detailed information about the

system. Instead, they learn the relationship between the

inputs parameters and the controlled and uncontrolled

variables by studying previously recorded data, similar to

the way a nonlinear regression might perform (Hashemi
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and Clark, 2007; Clark et al., 2003; Sekemen et al.,

2006). Another advantage of using ANNs is their ability

to handle large and complex systems with many

interrelated parameters. They seem simply to ignore

excess data that are of minimal significance and

concentrate  instead  on  the more important inputs (Wu

et al., 2006). The excellent generalization capabilities that

are achieved through online learning means the engine

control system designer need make no assumptions about

the governing equations dictating the engine performance

and combustion characteristics. The ANN-based engine

model is able to automatically develop the engine

behaviour over time, allowing a truly optimized and

adaptive engine control system to be developed with

minimum effort (Alonso et al., 2007; Hafner et al., 2002).

Due to the capability of the ANN s in solving non-

linear problems, they have been the centre of attraction

since the late 80’s. Krijnsen et al. (1999) proposed the

application of ANN as a precise tool to predict the

engine’s NOx emission instead of using expensive NOx

analyzers and computer models. Data were collected from

a transient operating diesel engine and part of the data

was used to train the network, while the other part was

used to test the NOx emission prediction. A single-layer

perceptron network with the inputs of engine speed, rack

position, intake air pressure, intake air temperature and

their rates of change was chosen for the study. The

average absolute deviation between the predicted and

measured  NOx  emission  was 6.7%. The work proved

that  the  ANN  is an accurate tool to predict the

automotive NOx. 

Clark et al. (2002), in an effort to predict NOx

emissions for sixteen different chassis test schedules using

three different methods, showed that the ANN models

trained by axle torque and axle speed as input variables

were able to predict NO x emissions with 5% error. Traver

et al. (1999) investigated the possibility of using in-

cylinder, pressure-based variables to predict gaseous

exhaust emissions levels  from a Navistar T444 direct-

injection diesel engine through the use of ANN. They

concluded that NOx and CO2 responded very well to the

method. NOx in particular gave good results, because its

production is a direct result of high temperature in the

cylinder and that associates directly with high peak

pressure, which w as they  main input.

Yuanwang et al. (2002) examined the application of

a backpropagation neural network to predict exhaust

emissions including unburned Hydrocarbon (HC),

Carbonmonoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM) and NOx,

cetane number was selected as an input and the effects of

cetane improver and nitrogen were also analyzed.

Desantes et al. (2002) suggested a mathematical model to

correlate NOx and PM as a function of engine operating

parameters and then simultaneously optimized a number

of operating parameters to lower emissions. They

implemented a wide range of inputs to their ANN

including engine speed, fuel mass, air mass, fuel injection

pressure, start of injcetion, exhaust gas recirculation

(EGR) percentage and nozzle diameter to predict NOx,

PM and BSFC (brake specific fuel consumption) for a

single-cylinder direct injection engine turbocharged and

aftercooled with common rail injection. They used a

multi-layer perceptron with a backpropagation learning

algorithm and they concluded that EGR rate, fuel mass

and start of injection are the most relevant parameters for

NOx, PM and BSFC. They claimed that their suggested

objective function performed successfully in the task of

minimizing BSFC and maintaining the emission values

below  the required level. 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the capabilities of

ANN as a predictive tool for multi-cylinder diesel engine

NOx emissions without resorting to an engine model. To

this end, combinations of learning criteria in different

architectures of backpropagation (BP) designs were

examined to obtain the one with the best-averaged

accuracy.

   

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The ANN modelling used NOx data that were

obtained from a test-rig designed and assembled to allow

testing of the engine in a laboratory environment. The test

engine is a four-cylinder direct-injection diesel engine.

The specifications of the engine and fuel used are as

show n in Table 1 and 2  respectively. 

The engine was run naturally aspirated in order to

obtain repeatable inlet pressure shortly after start. The

speed and the load of the research engine were controlled

independently by a dynamometer and a fuel control

system. Air flowrate was measured using a laminar flow

element and fuel flowrate was measured using a positive

displacement meter. Digital tachometer was used in

engine speed measurements.  Manifold temperatures and

pressures were measured using thermocouples and strain-

based pressure transducers respectively. Gaseous exhaust

emissions were measured with the aid of pocket gasTM  -

portable gas analyzer. 

Engine emission tests were performed at 1000 to

5000 rpm in steps of 500 rpm with various loading

conditions of 25%, 50% , 75% and 100% of the load,

where 504N load corresponds to 100%. Among the

various kinds of ANN approaches that exist, the BP

learning algorithm, which has become the most popular in

engineering applications, was used in this study.

Artificial Neural Networks Modelling: The ANN  was

trained by adjusting the values of connections (weights).

The objective was to obtain a specific output from a

particular input. Standard BP is a gradient descent

algorithm in which the gradient is computed for nonlinear

multilayer networks (He and Rutland, 2004). The ANN

parameters (weights and biases) were adjusted to

minimize the sum of the squares of the differences

between the actual values and network output values. The

ANN was trained in a batch mode where its parameters

were  only  updated  after a ll the input-output pairs were
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Table 1: Engine specifications

Make and  Mod el LD 20 -D, Nissan diesel

Type 4-stroke cycle, in-line

Numb er of cylinder 4

Bo re 95mm

Stroke 105mm

Displacement 2.0 x 10-3 m 3

Co mp ressio n ratio 21:1

Air induction Naturally aspirated, water cooled

Valves per cylinder 4

Numb er of nozzles 4

Fuel injection type Bosch-type injection pump

Maximum  power 80 kW at 3600 rpm

Maximum torque 196 Nm at 2200 rpm

Maximum  speed 5000 rpm

Rotating inertia 0.148 kg m2

Table 2: Fuel specifications

S/No. Characteristics Un it Lim it

1. Spe cific grav ity at 15/4 ºC 0.82 0 (m ax.)

2. Distillation

(a)t 350ºC % wt 90 ( min .)

(b) Final boil ing point  (FBP) ºC 385  (m ax.)

3. Colour - 3 (m ax.)

4. Flash point ºC 66 ( min .)

5. Total sulphur % wt 0.5 ( ma x.)

6. Copp er corrosion for 3 hrs at 100ºC - No . 1 strip  (m ax.)

7. Kinem atics viscosity at 38ºC mm /s 1.6 –  5.5

8. Cloud point ºC 5 (m ax.)

9. Carbon residue (conradson) on 10% %wt 0.15  (m ax.)

residue

10. Strong acid number mg  of K OH /g Nil

11. Total acid number mg  of K OH /g 0.05  (m ax.)

12. Ash content % wt 0.01  (m ax.)

13. Water by distillation %  vol. 0.05  (m ax.)

14. Water by extraction % wt 0.01  (m ax.)

15. Diesel index - 47 ( ma x.)

Source: (NNP C, 2005)

presented. The Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) algorithm
was employed for the training and the target performance
goal (mean square difference between ANN output and
target output) was set at 0.001. The maximum number of
epochs (representation of the input/output pairs and the
adjustment of ANN parameters) was set at 100.
         The performance index for the BP algorithm and the
least mean square (LMS) algorithm are identical (12) and
defined as

(1)

where z (k) is the predicted value, y(k) is the actual
value and e(k) is the error at iteration k.

The steepest descent algorithm with a constant
learning rate (") for the performance index is 

(2)

(3)

where W i,j is a weight matrix and bi is a bias vector. 
The input to layer m is a function of the weight and

bias in that layer. Using the chain rule and defining the

sensitivity (si
m) of   to changes in the ith  input at layer

m by the following equation

(4)

where

(5)

then, the BP algorithm can be expressed by

(6)

(7)

        The training algorithm used comprises specification
of the initialization method, activation functions and the
performance criterion. Some statistical methods, fraction
of  variance  (R2)  and  mean  absolute  percentage error
(>) values were used for comparison in the sensitivity
analysis.
Let

(8)

and 

(9)

where y = actual value, z = predicted value of y, �= mean

of all the y values, n = total number of points.

(10)

Root of mean square error (g) is given by 

(11)

The error measured, em  is the instantaneous relative error
expressed as the value of e divided by the range of the
predicted value calculated from its minimum and
maximum bounds.

> = gm x 100 (12)

        The ANN used to predict the emission was trained

with neural network toolbox in MATLAB 6.5. The BP

network with various activation functions was selected.

The hidden layer was discretized to three different parts

with dissimilar transfer functions to identify different

features in each pattern. For instance, the f(x) = exp(!x2)

fortified   the   middle   range  of  the  input  while  the

f(x) =1! exp(!x2)  brought out meaningful characteristics

in the extremes of the data. The number of inputs

determined the number of neurons in the input layer. The

numbers of neurons in the hidden layers were a function

of input and output numbers and training patterns. Fig.1

shows the BP networks used in this research.
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Fig 1: Selected ANN Model

Considering the known relationship (Sekemen et al.,

2006) between engine emissions and power, two variables

of engine speed and load were chosen as major inputs for

training the ANN. To obtain the best prediction of values,

the number of neurons was increased step-by step from 8

to 15 in a single hidden layer. All experimental results at

33 different engine operating conditions were partitioned

into two independent datasets: 23 cases for training, the

other 10 for testing. The 23 cases were randomly chosen

to form the training dataset, leaving the remaining 10

cases as the test dataset. Learning datasets were used to

train the neural network to recognize patterns.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effects of the number of neurons in the hidden layer in

NOx ANN performance is show n in Fig.2. 

The performance was measured in terms of the R2

and the mean absolute percentage error (>). An initial

improvement when increasing the number of neurons was

obtained in the ANN performance. This behaviour can be

explained because, as the number of neurons increases,

the ANN ability to deal with more complex problems also

increases. After the first rise, the trend is not maintained

and small oscillations are produced because when more

neurons are used, more weights need to be adjusted with

the same training information (Alonso et al. , 2007). At a

certain point, a balance between complexity of the

problem and limited number of data available for the

training is reached. The most adequate architecture was

selected among MLP with 3 hidden layers and a number

of neurons ranging from 3 to 15; smaller structures were

too simple to provide good results in the problems

studied. The upper limit was taken at 15 neurons because

much more experimental tests were needed in order to

obtain a proper adjustment of the higher number of

weights (Alonso et al., 2007). The criteria followed for

the architecture choice was the highest averaged R2

obtained. The resulting ANN architectures selected for

NOx was 11 neurons and 0.997 averaged R2. 

Figs. 3 and 4 showed the network prediction for NOx

and their deviations from measured values at 25% load

condition as wireframe surfaces respectively, to provide

easier visual evaluation of brake power and sfc influences

on NOx emissions. The mean absolute percentage error (>)

inthe  predicted  values  of  NOx  were found to be in the

Fig 2: Effects of neuron numbers in the hidden layer on
fraction of variance for NOx ANN

range of 1.6% to 3.34%. This good predictive ability can

be observed from Fig 4, indicating that the network was

able to accurately learn the training data sets.

The network prediction for NOx and their Deviations

from measured values at 50% load condition are as shown

in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. The x in the predicted values

of NOx were in the range of 1.4% to 3.27%. The

predictive ability of the network for 50% load condition

was found to be satisfactory.

Figs.7  and 8 illustrate the 3-D plots of the network

prediction for NOx and their deviations from measured

values at 75% load condition respectively. The x in the

predicted values were in the range of 0.68% to 2.88%.

Fig.8 depicts the good predictive ability of the network.

The results for the prediction of NOx and their

deviations from measured values at 100% load condition

are presented as surface plots in Figs.9 and 10

respectively. The > in the predicted values were in the

range of 0.7% to 2.8%. The predictions were in good

agreement with the actual values. Fig. 11 presents the

NOx emission results of eight testing cases predicted by

the trained MLP and experimental data.

How ever, there is an appreciable error in the

predicted NOx level at lower load condition, which is

reduced slightly over time as the measured level increases

slowly. This is due to thermal effects not considered in the
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Fig.11: Comparison of experimental and ANN predicted results
of   NOx 

 model such as warming of combustion chamber at lower

load condition. The network had only inlet air and coolant

temperatures available as inputs, both of which are only

weakly related to combustion chamber temperature.

CONCLUSION

ANN models of a multi-cylinder direct injection

diesel engine have been developed and validated. The

neural network model of the engine was able to make

highly complex, nonlinear and multidimensional

associations between selected  input parameters and

outputs to allow acceptable degree of accuracy in the

predictions of the engine torque, fuel consumption and

NOx across the full range of the engine operation. For a

pre-specified engine speed and load, the models were

shown to produce mean absolute percentage error (>) in

the predicted values of NOx in the range of 0.68 to 3.34%.

How ever, there was an appreciable error in the predicted

NOx level at lower load condition, which was reduced

slightly over time as the measured level increased slowly.

This was due to thermal effects not considered in the

models such as warming of combustion chamber at lower

load condition. The networks had only air and coolant

temperatures availab le as input, both of which are only

weakly related to combustion chamber temperature.

The emission prediction of NOx matched the

measurement with high overall accuracy as evidence from

the error analyses. Among the examined combinations of

learning criteria in different architectures of BP designs,

a set of 0.05, 0.05 and 0.3 for learning rate momentum

and initial weight respectively gave the best-averaged

accuracy. ANN modelling has proved to be an excellent

tool to predict NOx emissions from diesel engines.
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